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Description 2024 Jayco Precept 34G, Jayco Precept Class A gas motorhome 34G highlights:
Full-Wall Slide Hutch Tri-Fold Sofa Bedroom TV Door Awning With its full-wall
slide and additional slide in the living area, this Precept Class A gas motorhome is
full of space! You'll have room to do the things you love, like cooking breakfast on
the Furrion all-in-one cooktop and oven, relaxing on the theater sofa, cleaning up
in the full bathroom, and playing card games at the booth dinette. You also won't
be at a loss for entertainment because this coach offers you three TVs, and you'll
even have an extra spot to relax once you turn the swivel cab seats around. In
between the cab seats is a removable cockpit table that will allow you to set your
glass of wine or cup of coffee down to talk, and you can add some more sleeping
space to this coach by choosing the optional drop-down overhead bunk above the
cab. The Jayco Precept Class A gas motorhome comes with some features that
you'll only find on a Jayco product, like the JRIDE PLUS which offers you a
powerful blend of precise handling and renowned stability on the road and the
Firefly total coach control system which allows you to control your coach's
operations from just about anywhere with your phone. You'll find two-point lap
seatbelts in all designated seating locations, and the one-piece, seamless
fiberglass front and rear caps resist wear and tear over the years. The Precept
also offers you the lightest yet strongest construction in the industry with the
Stronghold VBL lamination on the roof, floor, and sidewalls. You'll also be very
pleased to find a 120" panoramic windshield, automatic hydraulic leveling jacks,
an Onan® Marquis Gold Genset 5,500W gas generator with auto-gen start.
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: M75822
VIN Number: 1F66F5DN4N0A20452
Condition: New
Length: 36
GVW: 22000
Sleeps: 5
Slideouts: 2

Item address , Boerne, Texas, United States
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